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At eTRANSERVICES we strive to become the premier global provider of Systems Engineering & Integration, Information Technology, Information Assurance & Cybersecurity, Cloud, and Business Services. We anticipate and adapt to a changing world by transforming advanced technologies into value for our customers through our professional solutions, services, and process driven workforce. We enable all levels of government and commercial organizations that desire predictable outcomes and superior services. We do this by implementing a franchised methodology that provides repeatable processes, reduces costs, increases efficiencies, and utilizes the highest industry standards to enable our customers’ success.

Headquartered in Fredericksburg, Virginia.

NAICS Codes
541512  Computer Systems Design Services (Primary)
423430  Computer and Computer Peripheral Equipment and Software Merchant Wholesalers
511210  Software Publishers
517919  All Other Telecommunications
518210  Data Processing, Hosting, and Related Services
519190  All Other Information Services
541330  Engineering Services
541511  Custom Computer Programming Services
541513  Computer Facilities Management Services
541519  Other Computer Related Services
541611  Administrative Management and General Management Consulting Services
541614  Process, Physical Distribution, and Logistics Consulting Services
541618  Other Management Consulting Services
541690  Other Scientific and Technical Consulting Services
541990  All Other Professional, Scientific, and Technical Services
611420  Computer Training
611430  Professional and Management Development Training
611699  All Other Miscellaneous Schools and Instruction

Procurement Vehicles
Prime Vehicles: FAA eFAST | Navy Seaport e | ENCORE III SB
GSA Schedules: IT Schedule 70 (GS-35F-421BA)
Partner Vehicles: RS3 | NIH CIO-SP3 SB | VA T4NG | DTIC IAC (Large/ SB)
Other Contracting Authority: SOSSEC

Other Transaction Authority
DCAA & DCMA Cost Accounting System Approved
PCI Data Security Standard Approved

Procurement Vehicles
Prime Vehicles: FAA eFAST | Navy Seaport e | ENCORE III SB
GSA Schedules: IT Schedule 70 (GS-35F-421BA)
Partner Vehicles: RS3 | NIH CIO-SP3 SB | VA T4NG | DTIC IAC (Large/ SB)
Other Contracting Authority: SOSSEC

Other Transaction Authority
DCAA & DCMA Cost Accounting System Approved
PCI Data Security Standard Approved

Core Competencies

Systems Engineering & Integration Services
— Research and Development Services
— Engineering, Systems Engineering and Process Engineering Services
— Modeling, Simulation, and Analysis Services
— Systems Design Documentation and Technical Data Services
— Reliability, Maintainability, and Availability Services
— Human Factors, Performance, and Usability Engineering Services
— Configuration Management Services
— Quality Assurance Support Services
— Interoperability, Test & Evaluation, and Prototyping Services
— Measurement Facilities, Instrumentation and Monitoring Services

Information Technology Services
— Software Engineering, Development, and Programming Services
— Infrastructure and Network Services
— Information Systems Development Services
— Information Technology Services

Information Assurance & Cyber Security Services
— Information Assurance
— Cyber Security Services

Cloud Services
— Cloud Engineering and Consulting Services
— Cloud Operations and Maintenance Services
— Data Science / Big Data Analytics Services
— Managed Services

Business Services
— Consulting Services
— Program Management Support
— Logistics Support
— Supply and Provisioning Support
— Training Support
— Functional and Administrative Support
— Audio Visual & Multimedia Support

Products
— End Point Cyber Security Detection and Response Solution
— Enterprise Application Performance Monitoring Solution
— Literacy, Accessibility & Dyslexia Software Solution
— Platform as a Service Integrated Business Solution
— Internet of Things Traceability as a Service Logistics Solution
— Enterprise Digital Experience Monitoring Solution

Industry Certifications

Past Performances
Department of Defense
Marine Corps | Navy | Army | OSD | USSTRATCOM
Civilian Agencies
Veterans Affairs | Homeland Security | Transportation | DOJ | SPAWAR |
Intelligence
DIA

Services

Business Certifications
SBA 8(a) Partner
SDVOSB Service Disabled Veteran Owned Small Business
SBA HubZone Certified Small Business
SWAM Small, Women and Minority Owned
Instead of relying on signatures, Carbon Black combines static and dynamic code analysis to detect malicious code. Legacy and machine learning AV are not enough to stop new and evolving threats. Carbon Black Defense’s streaming prevention stops all types of attacks by intercepting malicious activity before it causes harm. Carbon Black Defense is certified to replace antivirus, meet PCI and HIPAA compliance requirements, and protect information in the cloud. That’s why Carbon Black Defense is trusted by leading analysts and industry associations. Carbon Black Defense is proven to replace AV with better protection, increased visibility, and an easy experience that keeps users productive. Backed by world-class threat research and customer service, our customers know their security comes first. Thousands of experts from top-performing security teams, leading incident response firms, and businesses of all sizes regularly contribute intelligence and insight that makes every Carbon Black Defense customer more secure.

SteelCentral Aternity monitors the end user experience of every enterprise app in your portfolio, running on any physical, virtual, or mobile device with the following capabilities:

- Transforms every device into a self-monitoring platform with an integrated view of the multiple streams of data that provide a comprehensive portrait of real end user experience.
- Dynamically monitors any user interaction within any application running on any type of physical, virtual or mobile device, with no programming required
- Extends across the broadest range of application technologies, including thick client, web-based, Rich Internet, Java, .NET, Android, and IOS applications

EDUCATION Literacy is every student’s passport to academic achievement. Our award-winning assistive technology solutions for reading, writing and language learning is used daily by students and educators worldwide.

WORK From blue-chip companies to public sector and non-profit organizations, our award-winning assistive technology solutions help millions of people in the workplace read, write, and communicate with confidence.

WHO WE HELP Our assistive learning solutions help people of all ages achieve their maximum potential by understanding, reading, writing and communicating with greater ease and confidence. Our products are great for people with learning difficulties, dyslexia or visual impairments, English Language Learners (ELL) and those learning English as a Second Language (ESL).

Engage diverse and dispersed communities - Whether you work with ten people or ten thousand, our cloud solution provides access to your entire community through role-based portals.

Automate organizational processes - Take complete control of how your processes are automated; modify your system whenever you need as your organization evolves.

Track your information, your way - Take advantage of SmartSimple flexibility that gives you the freedom to create, gather, process and report on information in any format you choose.

Provide transparency - Share, track and export your information your way.